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Moving Onward
An Editorial
The Cover
As we continue to explore Early American
reading instruction during the Period of Religious Emphasis ( 1607-1 771) as defined by
Nila Banton Smith, we find that the Hornbook and The New England Primer were
followed by the Battledore and a variety of
Latin texts. Unlike the Hornbook, which was
a piece of parchment containing the Lord's
Prayer, phonetic patterns, and the alphabet
(upper and lower case) and which was covered by a piece of horn and tacked on a piece
of wood, the Battledore was a real book of
six pages. The Battledore was so named from
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an instrument used to strike the shuttlecock
in the old game of battledore and shuttlecock.
It was similar to a hand mirror, having a long
handle and a flat part covered with parchment,
and is familiar to us in the modern game of
pmg-pong.
The Battledore consisted of a single card,
folded, enclosing a single leaf with a flap. On
each of the outside pages was a picture, two
alphabets, and numerals. The first page of this
cover carried the imprint of the bookseller or
publisher. The four inside pages were devoted
to the alphabet, upper and lower case, with
each letter being illustrated by a picture of a
street vendor, under which is printed the
vendor's cry. It must be noted that the beginning letter of the first word of the
vendor's cry corresponded
with the letter of the
alphabet being pres en ted. The pages
measured 6 1/2 by 3
l /2 inches and each
picture 2 by 1 3/4
inches. The Battledore
was in vogue for about
20 years.
Latin texts were also
used during this time period. Many seem to have
been printed in Philadelphia
and in Boston. The Lucile
Clarke collection has a number of these texts that can also
be viewed as to content, publication information, and
illustration.
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The Body
The present issue of the Journal contains
six articles and two special features. In the
first article, Diane Kinsler and Christina
Chateauvert demonstrate the impact that
several speakers of the 1998 MRA Conference had upon their writing as they explore
the vital role of characters in narrative genre.
In the second article, Hannah Andrus,
Alisha Bissell, Emily Bronzie, and Abby
LeMieux demonstrate that basal lesson plans
can be modified into holistic, integrative
plans that accommodate diverse students in
the regular classroom. For novice teachers,
they provide two instructional theory into
practice (ITIP) lesson plans for the same basal
lesson, and for experienced teachers, they
suggest a shorter planning design. In the third
article, Arden Ruth Post shares the joys of
belonging to a Teachers as Readers (TaR)
group and gives suggestions for founding
such a group. In the fourth article, Lynda
Ludy reminds us of the power of focus questions in understanding, retaining, and
extending concepts. In the fifth article, Caron
Mosey has us wishing for summer again as
she compares learning to read with learning
to swim. In the sixth article, Sandy Bonsall
with the assistance of three colleagues explore what it takes to empower middle school
students to write successfully. Their answer
is a True North experience. In the special features area, Vera Milz reviews about forty
books that expand several categories including Michigan and winter. She also shares
several book covers that were provided by the
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Editor Gill autographing her first issue for the
Michigan Reading Association archives. Photo by
Rose Evarts, MRA Historian
publishers for our enjoyment. Finally, I review a new professional book edited by
Standerford and Szczepanski in which 11
teachers from Michigan's Upper Peninsula
share how they incorporated the new MELAF
standards in their classrooms.
In closing, I urge you, both K-12 teachers
and teacher educators, to consider sharing
your research and experience with our readership by writing an article for the Journal.
All submitted articles are reviewed by three
peers who give specific directions for revision if it is necessary.
Sincerely yours,
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Errata
The Editorial Board of the Michigan Reading Journal sincerely regrets the following
errors:
1. In Vol. 31 ( 1), Fall 1998 on page 22, Ms. Oyake is currently enrolled in a M.A. in
linguistics at Michigan State University.
2. In Vol. 30(4), Summer 1998 on page 11, the article titled "What I Learned from Reading the Everglades" was written by Gregory Shafer.
3. In Vol. 30(2), Spring 1997 on page 3, the article entitled "Food as a Motivator: A Feast
across the Curriculum" was co-authored by June Brown and Deanne Camp.
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